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What does it mean to be committed to a pledge or promise? How can one infer this in others? Such questions become germane in considering the recent United States (US) State Department cable transmitted to Russia and stipulating that the US has not been able to certify Russian commitment to treaties banning chemical and biological weapons.

One problem with certification of commitment is that any political entity must be flexible in its relationship with any treaty. As political conditions change, tendencies toward compliance should change as well. Total commitment regardless of real-world change seems to be a prescription for disaster and one's demise.

As tendencies towards compliance change, a signatory or ratifier may vary in overtly communicating the need for changing or abrogating the treaty versus covertly establishing deceptive practices to mask past, present, or future treaty violations.

Another problem comprises commitment as a political issue that may serve as a political vehicle having little intended bearing on compliance practices. For example, raising concerns about commitment may "really" be about reinforcing isolationism, Russophobia, the lack of worth of treaties in general, and the like. Interestingly, commitment as a political vehicle may then have significant direct bearing on compliance, as it may create psychological conditions for noncompliance or for more intensive compliance among treaty participants depending on phenomena such as reactance, anger, fear, catharsis, demand characteristics, cognitive dissonance, and various perceptions of instrumental value.